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Why you need to put EVERY single one of these 30 tips to 

work in your Office and Career 

Welcome from Brigitte Hinneberg 

Productivity and lifestyle coach, presenter and best-selling 

author of Paper Flow, Your Ultimate Guide to making 

Paperwork Easy. 

Hi!  This is Brigitte Hinneberg, author of Paper 

Flow, Did You Remember The Milk? and 

founder of Momentum Coaching and 

Consulting.  

 To thank you for being part of my 

community and because I KNOW that all the valuable information I share 

with you is worthless unless you APPLY it in your career and office, I have sent 

you these 30 tips that will inspire you to take action today.   

This is not just another report that gives you secret tips for success, although I 

have certainly included some secrets here that I use with my own clients that 

you can easily apply now to give you the results you deserve in your career.   

Putting Paper Flow to Work is more than that.  It contains 30 vital tips that you 

should implement in the next 28 days that will ensure your  Paper Flow system 

supports and serves the most important person in the world – YOU.  You see, 

there are many well-known, highly paid managers who appear to be able to 

harness paper and electronic information to create big results and profit.  In 

fact, they are getting the results with a lot of effort and duplication and 

wasting their own and their teams‟ precious time and energy.  The result is 

burn out.   

So I‟ve put together these 30 tips that will give you specific office and career 

examples so that your Paper Flow system will fast track your professional 

journey and become integral to your success.   Use these tips alongside the 

Paper Flow Book and the Paper Flow 28 Day Challenge for optimal results.   

These tips, implemented with the clear and comprehensive instructions in the 

Paper Flow book will give you more time and dramatically improve your 

ability to focus and get things done.  Like other executives, it will reduce the 

amount of paper you handle each week by an average of 100 sheets of 

paper.  Not only that, it will give you back 10 hours of your precious time per 

week that is currently being consumed by the juggle of information, 
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conflicting priorities and a system that is not designed around you.  IMAGINE 

what you can do with this time? 

My intention and goal is to give you the space you need to focus on those 

20% of activities that are going to make a lasting difference to your career 

and life.  Can you afford not to get started right now?  

If you are already amazed at the results you and thousands of others around 

the world are getting from the Paper Flow system, then you are ready to take 

things to the next level.  I invite you to join the Milking it program and 

implement the other systems for success that will bring you similar amazing 

results to all areas of your life, business and home.  Visit us at Did You 

Remember The Milk?  to see how we can support your journey to success and 

get you even better results.    

Please ring the office on (07) 3357-5660 to set up a time to talk.   

In the meantime, enjoy your FREE copy of Putting Paper Flow to Work. 

 

Here‟s to your success, 

 

 

Brigitte Hinneberg  

Author, Presenter, Coach 

brigitte@paperflowbook.com  

 

 

  

https://rememberthemilk.worldsecuresystems.com/milkingit_register.htm
https://rememberthemilk.worldsecuresystems.com/milkingit_register.htm
mailto:brigitte@paperflowbook.com
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Get Motivated and Stay Motivated 

 

1. Create your vision!  Your success is dependent on simply knowing where 

you‟re going.  And I‟m not just talking about the KPIs from your boss.  Let‟s just 

imagine that Paper Flow is a powerful plane and I am your co-pilot.  We are 

going to fly to your ultimate career destination.   We just need your directions.  

Set up a journal just for your career which you use to capture all the things 

you want.  Include: people who inspire you, great moments with your team, 

the results you want, professional and personal development, travel, 

leadership ideas, great offices that you want yours to look like, equipment 

you need, support you need, roles you want, ideas about work-life balance  - 

anything you can conceive you would like.      

 

2. Set yourself clear targets  A clear vision inspires you.  A clear set of goals 

motivates you to take action.  There‟s a big difference between ideas and a 

plan of action that you are actually going to follow.  Both are important – 

think of one as the map and the other as the vehicle to get you there.   The 

Paper Flow journey is all laid out for you and all you need to do is follow the 

plan.  All you need now is a clear set of goals.  These questions might help you 

to set some clear targets:   

 

a. When do I plan to have the Paper Flow system set up? (hint – within 28 

days) 

 

b. My desk will be clear by (hint: today):    

 

c. I will keep my desk clear every day:  

 

d. How much of my paper and e-mail do I want to reduce? (20%? 40%?) 

 

e. I will tell the following people about my Paper Flow challenge:  

 

f. I will set aside at least one hour a day for the next four weeks to set up 

my system 

 

g. I would like to contain my system within the following space (e.g. 

corner of my office / my office + archive room, etc): 
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3. Take a ‘before’ snapshot There are many professional and social costs of 

being disorganised.  You are about to put in a system that will improve almost 

every aspect of your professional and personal life.  Take a moment now to 

pause and look back before you step through the door to new possibilities.  

Give yourself a score on the following and then come back to it in 3 months 

time.  How do you think your colleagues perceive you on each of the 

following? 

Level of focus 

Ability to meet deadlines   

Level of organisation  

Punctuality 

Capacity to follow through  

Responsiveness to correspondence / communication 

Stress levels 

The state of your desk 

Attention to detail 

Ability to plan ahead 

Ability to locate information when you need it 

Productivity  

 

  

How to Harness your Incoming e-mail and paperwork: 

4. In-Tray Rules:  Your paper will have only one entry point from now on – your 

in-tray.  Let colleagues know that this is where they can put any mail or other 

documents addressed to you.  Follow the tips on page 35 of Paper Flow to 

schedule in emptying your in-tray. Advise key colleagues how many times you 

plan to empty your in-tray and on what days, so that they are clear on how 

responsive you will be to mail.    

5. e-mail  Rules: e-mail on the other hand can find you wherever you go at any 

time of day and night.  There are so many „points of entry‟: desktop, laptop, 

smart phone, iPad, internet, etc.  The key is to decide how many times a day 

or how many days a week you are going to open and read e-mail and stick 

to it. Put this on your schedule.  Then remember to keep your e-mail 

application closed on your PC during the down times so you don‟t get 

interrupted by the alert.  Let your close colleagues know about this.  If 

necessary, set up an auto responder that tells people what to expect.    

6. Take Ten to Save 10:  Take ten minutes to dam up the paper and e-mail 

waterfall.  Here‟s how to do it:  „unsubscribe‟ to any e-mail lists, white mailing 
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lists and other subscriptions that are giving you grief. You know the ones.  

Subscribe to the RSS feeds of sites and blogs you want to follow.   Register 

yourself on the „do not mail‟ service.   You will save at least 10 minutes a day 

from having to wade through unnecessary „white noise and e-noise‟.  

 

Your Recurring Action Station 

7. Routine Inspection: Recurring actions are one part of your Action Station.  

Chapter 3 of Paper Flow explains what they are and how to set them up.  The 

key benefit to creating recurring action files is that you save time and get 

momentum.  By tackling routine tasks in one batch at a regular time each 

week, you will keep your paper and your productivity flowing.  What are the 

recurring activities in your job?  Here are some examples (note all titles in 

Noun, Preposition, Verb structure – good commanding labels are not to be 

messed with!):   

a. Reports to Write 

b. Website to Update   

c. Correspondence to Compete (includes e-mail) 

d. Contacts to Enter (contact information to enter into your database) 

e. Claims to Make (invitations, expenses, items borrowed and lent, Tickets 

to events, e-tickets for airfares)  

f. Social Media to Update 

g. Sales leads to follow up 

h. Items to Read 

Your recurring actions are the kinds of activities that can be delegated if you 

have rules for them and a process for handling each of them.   

8. Make a Date with your Reading: Keeping up to date with industry and 

global trends and information is vital to your professional development. But it 

is very easy to put your reading on the back burner when you have deadlines 

– which is most of the time, right?   From now on, make a date with your 

reading by putting your „Items to Read‟ in a dedicated bag (instead of a 

folder).   Then on the day(s) that you have scheduled to do your reading, 

simply grab that bag and take it to your favourite café.   Your goal is to empty 

that bag except any articles you want to keep in your reference station.  Two 

benefits here – you get out of the office and you come back illuminated with 

knowledge and a much lighter bag. 

9. Pre-Sort your E-mail:  Almost all of your emails that relate to recurring 

actions can be automatically directed into pre-determined folders, so they 
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are waiting for your attention when you are ready.   This will also avoid you 

having to read all of them and then divert to the necessary recurring action.   

Simply set up all your recurring action folders in your e-mail account and then 

create a general rule for each kind of e-mail that comes in.  This will relieve 

your in-box of most e-mail.  At your scheduled times for recurring actions, you 

can simply open your e-mail and attend to each folder along with its 

corresponding paper folder.  What emails can you automatically re-direct?  

 

Power through your Projects   

10. Boost your conversion rate:  A lot of people ask me how they can be 

more productive at work.  One of the biggest differences you can make is to 

do fewer things at a time and tick them off your list faster.  The number of 

projects you can effectively handle at any one time depends on the number 

of people you can delegate to.  If the buck stops with you, and there‟s no 

one else, then you need to limit your projects to just as many as you can 

move forward in a week.  For example, if you have 10 projects going on at 

any one time, and only 20 hours to work on them per week (after you‟ve 

completed all your recurring actions), then each project is only getting two 

hours of your attention per week.  The goal of every project is at least 

satisfactory completion, so restrict the number of projects at any one time to 

boost your conversion rate.   What is your magic number?   Here are a few 

examples of projects:  

 

a. Product launch 

b. New Client 

c. Website Upgrade 

d. Website Launch 

e. New management system 

f. Talent to recruit 

g. Budget review  

h. Investment opportunity 

i. Performance review 

j. Tax Time 

k. Technology upgrade 

l. A new development 

m. A pitch for new business 
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11.  Plan to Win: Before you start any project, spend an hour planning it 

and save at least ten hours in the delivery.  Your free project planning sheet 

(at www.paperflowbook.com) guides you through some key questions that 

will save you a lot of time and effort downstream.  The added benefit is that 

when you open your file you will be instantly connected with your project 

goal, key milestones and important information.  This gets you focussed 

quickly and immediately picking up where you left off.     

12. Idea vs Project:  The difference between an idea and a project is 

that one has space in your diary and gets ACTED upon and the other does 

not.  Great ideas tend to kick around in your head and distract you from what 

you‟re doing.  Don‟t ignore them:  write them down in your notebook or on 

your PDA and then get back to what you were doing.  I recommend that you 

use the journal from Tip # 1 to contain inspiring ideas.   

 

Reference Flow  

13. Take it to the limit:  Set limits for every category of paper and e-mail 

you decide to keep.  Remember – you want to keep that subject within a 

certain time frame or volume and no more.  There are only three ways you 

can limit your paper and e-mail.   You can limit by date, number or space. So 

how long do you want to keep something? How many do you want to keep? 

How much space do you want do dedicate to it? These are the only 

questions you ever need to ask!  For example, you can limit management 

reports by date – keep the latest 18 months; by number – keep the latest 8; or 

by space – as many as will fit into this folder. Your limits will set you free! Set a 

limit for everything in your office and it will change your career. Everything is 

competing for space, and the more you have the harder it is to navigate. 

14. Checklist it! Make checklists for all the things you regularly do and 

keep. For example:  Presentation checklist, Running a Meeting checklist, 

Effective Communication checklist, Daily Tasks checklist, Items in my filing 

system checklist are all popular checklists people have to help manage their 

offices and lives. Keep your checklists in your Ready Reference file and they 

are ready for use whenever you need them. No more reinventing the wheel 

every time you present to the board! So simple, yet so time saving! 

15. Say good bye to ‘Miscellaneous’! Your Paper Flow Book shows you 

how to name your reference files.  So now you can do away with ambiguous, 

general labels like „miscellaneous‟ and „other‟ and „to do‟.  These files end up 

attracting a jumble of paperwork that ranges across many categories.  If you 

http://www.paperflowbook.com/
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have a „too hard basket‟, it may also be the time to action these items or 

ditch them. You will feel so much better once you have clarity about file 

labelling. 

 

Out Flow  

16. Use the 80:20 Rule or the Pareto Principle on your paperwork. Did you 

know that 80% of your paperwork will be accessed only 20% of the time and 

20% is accessed 80% of the time? Work out which is the 20% that you access 

and make sure it is readily available and that its location is commonly known 

to staff members. You can apply the 80:20 rule to almost anything. 80% of 

what you do is trivia while 20% is important stuff. Be sure you work on the 

important stuff and that you do not fill your day with the trivial, unimportant 

stuff! Focus on the 20%.   

17. Release it! Use on- in:one-out or one-year in:one-year out regularly! 

Once you have set your limits set a rule to maintain the limit. When you move 

paper along, you get paper flow! For example, say you have limited your 

client reference files to the last 18 months, then when the next month comes 

in add it to the front of the file and then release the oldest one. Same goes for 

your archives. Remove one year‟s worth of files from your reference set and 

add them to your archives, but don‟t forget to release the oldest year from 

your archives as well. Let it flow, and let it go…..it‟s really flowing now! 

18. Bag it! Have a few bags for exclusive use in your paper system. An out-

bag for things leaving the office, a reading bag for reading material you can 

take out with you, project bags for projects that need transporting a lot 

(renovation for example) client bags for client files that need to accompany 

you to consultations. Have the bags look different from each other or hang a 

tag on the bag to indicate what it is for! Hang them on the back of your 

office door ready for action! 

 

Work Flow 

19. Set up your schedule – Here‟s how to preserve the most precious 

commodity you have: your time.  The average work day is 8 hours, although 

many are doing way more than that.  Get back a little „me‟ time, by working 

your schedule.  First allocate time to the recurring actions since these are „non 

negotiable‟.  Then set aside your project time.  Hint: Paper Flow is a project – 
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so make sure you add that to the list!  Then factor in travel time to and from 

meetings, regular breaks, planning time and you will have a clear picture of 

your week.  Paper Flow helps you to plan ahead and manage your time and 

energy.   

 

20. Delegation station – keep track of what you‟ve delegated to others 

in your „Items for Others to Action‟ file.  By checking it regularly, you can 

ensure that people are following through on their word and your team will be 

operating at their peak.   

 

21. Prioritise your Tasks at the beginning or end of every day. Know what 

you are doing, what you want to achieve and when you will be doing what. 

Disorganised people are notorious for jumping from one thing to another. 

Knowing what you are working on is liberating and it allows you to get into 

FLOW as well as totally being present and in the moment.  

 

22. Start Your Day – with a brain dump.  Many of the things that are 

kicking around in your head need a capture point, so you can move forward 

in a focussed way with the rest of your day. Once you‟ve „captured‟ them, 

you don‟t worry about them so much.  Most of your „to-do‟ items are 

probably already automated in your Recurring Action files but there will 

always be stuff you just may want to note on a to-do list.  Use your notebook 

for this and use one page per recurring action and project.  Then you can 

simply tear out the page and put it into the corresponding file.    

 

23. Use a Timer: Time yourself – compete against your personal best for 

each recurring action.  For Projects, allocate a set amount of time and then 

put the alarm on so that when time is up, you move onto the next task.  

Amazing what happens when you KNOW you‟re timing yourself.   

 

24. Work your diary:  enter all your appointments and upcoming events. 

Include addresses and phone numbers of appointments so everything is in 

the one place. Also have a note of anything you need to take with you e.g. 

documents, vouchers, records etc. No more missed appointments or 

unnecessary fees. How good will you feel knowing when and where you 

should be and knowing what you need to have with you?  
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25. Factor in Before and After. Add preparation and wrap up time to your 

diary. When you have a lot of meetings and appointments in your life you can 

get overwhelmed and not follow up with actions you need to do. So why not 

add a few moments before and after your meetings and appointments so 

you prepare for and finish off all items you need to do? So now a 45 meeting 

has a one hour timeslot locked away. We so often do not allow for this time, 

so why not do it from now on? Call these extra „meeting‟ slots meeting 

preparation and meeting wrap-up time, then use the time effectively. 

 

26. The Power of No: This little word can become your best friend. When 

you are up to here with stuff to do the last thing you need is just one more 

thing on your plate. Do this exercise: for the next week, say no to any new 

request that comes in.  Just practice saying no and make it your goal to say 

no to everything.  Paper Flow is giving you back control of your time and 

energy and once you are comfortably organised, you can start saying „yes‟ 

again. Until then you cannot afford to lose focus and to take on any more 

projects.    

  

Office Flow  

27. One Zone at a Time:  When organising a whole office divide it into 

zones to make the job easier. For example: there is your primary action area 

which includes your desk and anything within arm‟s reach.  Then there is your 

secondary zone which might be a book shelf or filling cabinet (a short chair 

glide away).  You might also have a printing zone and a stationery zone.  

Now divide up your organising job and tackle one zone at a time.  Focussing 

on one zone at a time will ensure completion and you‟ll get momentum. A 

big job is just a series of small jobs, so don‟t get overwhelmed. Your ultimate 

office is a matter of dividing and conquering!   

 

28. Don’t duplicate – invest a little bit of time figuring out WHERE to 

access high quality information that will help you do your job.  Just knowing 

where different types of information is located and how it can be accessed 

will avoid duplication.    

 

29. Volume reduction:  Set a date once a month for the “Greatest Office 

Tosser” – Never has it been so good to be a “tosser”.  The biggest “tosser” is 

the person who gets rid of the most paperwork and e-mails and the others 
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shout him or her lunch.  10,000 A4 sheets a year is the amount of paper 

handled by the average office manager.  Turn the tide on this flood and 

streamline.   

 

30. Colour your Collection. Colour code all your files by category. For 

example have one colour wave for recurring actions, one for projects, one for 

reference and one for archives. If you use a filing cabinet try using different 

colours for each major category (big fat category) of file. For example all 

customer files could be one colour, while all financial files could be in 

another. Each colour set should represent a collection of files. You will never 

be confused again as your sets of information will easily be identified and 

replacing items will be a breeze. 

 

And one more for good measure:   

 

31. Start Boxing! To avoid lots of gadgets and stationery items from 

crowding your desk surface, use boxes.   They‟re stackable, easy to open and 

easy to access.  You might want: A business card box, a stationery box, a 

„daily tools‟ box, an electronic cords box, a box for small receipts....think 

about what small items gather in your space and start Boxing!   Don‟t forget 

to label them.   And remember the playground rules:  Pack away after play!   

 


